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The HPA Safety Committee has received reports of isolated incidents 
involving two of the newer polo helmet models, Instinct and Armis.  The 
HPA's role in player equipment is to set helmet safety standards, which 
follow the same European standards as the British Horseracing 
Authority.  Certification is done by EU-approved 'notified bodies' such as 
the British Standards Institute.  Both Instinct and Armis passed these 
stringent laboratory tests and both have the BSI “Kitemark”.  However, we 
think it is right that players should be aware of these developments. 
 

There have been two cases of Instinct Polo helmets coming off the head 

during play, one at Guards and one at Fifield.  After investigating the 

reports, it seems that there is an issue with the side adjustment straps 

which in some circumstances can come undone during play. 

 

The HPA would like players who have an Instinct helmet to be aware of 

this issue and to seek assistance from their retailer or manufacturer to 

make this situation safe. 

 

Once properly adjusted to fit the player, Instinct recommends that the 

strap ladder lock overlap by at least 10mm.  In this case, the straps are 

entirely secure.  Chin adjustment should be done by adjusting the chin 

strap, not the side adjusters.  Future helmets will be fitted with a longer 

strap to prevent this from occurring.   

 

The HPA has also received reports of the top shell of the Armis polo 

helmet cracking on quite minor impacts (eg. strike by an arena ball).  

There have been six cases reported to the manufacturer.  This is not a 

safety issue as the outer shell’s role is cosmetic, not structural.  Players 

with a cracked helmet may return it to their retailer or the manufacturer for 

repair. 
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